Legal Notices

This page contains the following legal notices:
1. Maze Hospitality Limited’s legal structure
2. Terms and conditions for use of this website
3. Fraudulent emails
4. Cookies policy

1.

Legal Structure of Maze Hospitality Limited
The trading names of Maze Hospitality Limited are Maze and Maze Hospitality.
Our strap line is Hospitality Inside.

Maze Hospitality Limited
Maze Hospitality Limited has its registered office at 4, Old Park Lane, London, W1K 1QW
Maze Hospitality Limited is a private limited liability company registered in England and Wales with registered
number 12448372.

Other regulatory information
Anti-money laundering
In the UK, we may be required to identify clients for the purpose of applicable anti-money laundering
legislation and certain criminal legislation. This means that when we first receive instructions from a client, we
may be required to identify both our client and (if applicable) the client’s beneficial owner(s) and to verify those
identities. We may therefore ask you to provide us with appropriate evidence of identity or other information,
which we will retain. If satisfactory evidence or information is not provided within a reasonable time of our
request we may have to stop acting for you.
Professional indemnity insurance
We maintain professional indemnity insurance, a copy of our policy is available to our clients, on request.
UK – Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
Matters upon which we are instructed may involve regulated activities within the meaning of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA). We are not authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), the
regulatory body established in accordance with the FSMA, to undertake regulated activities and so may have
to refer you to someone who is so authorised.

2.

Terms and Conditions for use of this website
This website (“Site”) is owned by Maze Hospitality Limited (“Maze” or “us”). You agree to use this Site for
lawful purposes only and in a manner which is consistent with any and all applicable law and regulation in the
country in which you access this Site. Your use of this Site should not infringe the rights of, or restrict or inhibit
the use and enjoyment of this Site by any third party. You agree not to import or transfer to this Site either
directly or indirectly any information or other content which is or may be inaccurate, misleading, defamatory,
obscene or offensive or in breach of any intellectual property right or similar right or damaging to the software
or performance of this Site.
Copyright
Unless otherwise stated, all rights, including copyright and database rights, in this Site and its contents are
owned by (or licensed to) us or otherwise used by us as permitted by applicable law. You may access the
contents of the Site only for your own private use or internal use within your employer’s organisation, but not
for any commercial or public use. You may download and use the service on a single CPU at a time and you can
print out hard copies of any part of the content on the Site for your personal use, or use within your employer’s
organisation. Except where your use is permitted above or by copyright law, you may not otherwise copy, store
in any medium (including any other website), distribute, transmit, re-transmit, broadcast, modify or show in
public any part of this Site without our prior written permission.
Links
Where we provide hypertext links to other webs or contacts, we do so for information purposes only and such
links do not constitute an endorsement or recommendation by us of any products or services in such websites.
You use such links entirely at your own risk and we accept no responsibility for the content or use of such
websites or for the information contained on such websites (including any website through which you may
have gained access to our Site). You may not link to this Site, nor frame it without our written permission.
Disclaimer
Although we take pride in this Site, please note that the information posted on it is for general information
purposes only and, at times, may be incomplete, out of date or inaccurate. It does not claim to be
comprehensive or provide advice. Articles and other publications that may appear or are referred to on this
Site are current as of their date of publication and do not necessarily reflect the present law or regulations.
For these reasons, we do not intend the information on or downloaded from this Site to supplement or be a
substitute for our expert judgment. Any reliance on this information is solely at your own risk. Accordingly, to
the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, we exclude any liability or responsibility for any loss which may
arise from reliance upon information appearing on this Site or arising from access to or use of information
posted on or downloaded from this Site.
Contacting us
If you are in doubt as to the accuracy and currency of any information posted on or downloaded from this Site,
or if you require any further information, please contact us at info@mazehospitality.com
Severability
Should any part of these terms and conditions for any reason be declared invalid by a court of competent
jurisdiction, such determination shall not affect the validity of any remaining portion and such remaining
portion shall remain in full force and effect as if the invalid portion of these terms and conditions had been
eliminated.
Governing law and jurisdiction
These terms and conditions and your use of this Site are governed by English law. Disputes arising out of these
terms and conditions and or the use of the Site, shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English
courts.

3.

Fraudulent emails
You may be sent fraudulent emails, purporting to come from Maze. Such emails may include a copy of the
firm’s logo and relay imaginative factual circumstances with a view to inducing the recipient to provide the
sender with personal information or money or both. The emails may suggest that the recipient is due a large
sum of money (for example, inheritance, unclaimed bank funds, lottery wins or loans) and request the recipient
to pay a smaller sum, sometimes termed a transaction fee or brokerage cost, in order to claim it. Such emails
are known to the police as: “419 scams”. Maze Hospitality Limited has no involvement with these emails.
Recipients of such emails should not respond to them.
Website disclaimer
Maze Hospitality Limited gives no warranty of any kind, implied, expressed or statutory and makes no claims,
promises or guarantees about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents of this Site. You
acknowledge that any reliance on material found on this Site will be at your own risk. Maze Hospitality Limited
expressly disclaims liability for any interruptions, restrictions or delays of this Site. Access to the site maybe
interrupted, restricted or delayed at any time for any reason.
Maze Hospitality Limited has no control over third party websites that may be accessible via links included on
this Site and therefore accepts no responsibility for or liability in respect of the content of those websites. You
acknowledge that use of any automatic links to these websites is entirely at your own risk.
Whilst Maze Hospitality Limited takes all reasonable steps to ensure the protection of personal information
obtained by us, we cannot guarantee the security of any information sent to us on-line because the internet is
not a secure medium and should not be used to send confidential or sensitive information.
MAZE HOSPITALITY LIMITED HEREBY EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING
LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS OR LOSS OF PROFIT) HOWSOEVER ARISING FROM THE USE OF
INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THIS SITE

4.

Cookies Policy
This Site uses cookies. A cookie is a small file of letters and numbers that we put on your computer. We use two
types of cookie:
Google analytics cookies
These are all prefixed utm. They will stay on your browser for periods between 30 minutes and two years. They
do not give us access to your browser or any information about you.
Full details of Google Analytics cookies can be found in documentation provided by Google. To stop the Google
analytics cookies being set, you can install the Google analytics opt-out browser add-on (but if you do, it is
possible that you will not be able to access all of the Site):
Google Analytics Opt-Out Browser Add-On
Session cookie
This cookie allows users to be recognised within a Site. It is deleted when your visit ceases.
In addition, this website may provide links to Twitter, Linkedin or Instagram. These companies may set its their
own cookies; for more information please see their relevant privacy policies.
Privacy
IP addresses
When you visit this Site, we may collect information about your computer, including its IP address, operating
system and browser type, also the date, time and duration of your visit; we do this for the purposes of system
administration and also to compile statistical data on the use of our website. This information does not identify
you.

